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Abstract: Continuing medical education (CME) and continuing education (CE) provide frameworks for assimilating and disseminating new advancements and are mainstays of clinicians’ professional development and accreditation. However, traditional CME/CE approaches may be challenged in providing opportunities for integrated and interprofessional learning and helping clinicians effectively translate innovations into individual practice. This Commentary describes the reflective learning approach, including its integration into CME/CE and how it can support interprofessional education. Also identified are barriers to reflective and interprofessional learning implementation and CME/CE access. The Commentary provides insights based on point-of-care reflection data and outlines considerations in trialing the use of an artificial intelligence (AI)-driven digital platform for reflective learning. Further, the Commentary describes how the AI-driven digital platform may help overcome barriers to reflective learning and interprofessional education and support equitable CME/CE program access.
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1. Introduction

The continued proliferation of scientific and clinical developments can be overwhelming for healthcare professionals and lead to a gap between evidence-based information and clinical practices [1]. In the last year alone, the annual number of total Medline citations published has approached nearly 1.4 million [2]. Continuing medical education (CME) and continuing education (CE) provide frameworks for assimilating and disseminating new advancements and are mainstays of clinicians’ professional development and accreditation. An important question: are they providing opportunities for integrated and interprofessional learning and helping clinicians effectively translate innovations into practice?

In recent decades the learning approaches employed in CME/CE have continued to evolve, in part spurred by reports such as the 2010 Lifelong Learning in Medicine and Nursing Final Conference Report that advocated “decreasing the focus on the didactic lecture as the primary format for CE; increasing awareness of practice-based learning; heightening attentiveness to the importance of CE as a tool to improve competency and performance in the academic health center; developing interprofessional education; and instilling lifelong learning skills” [3]. Such active and more integrated learning approaches
can help break through the ubiquity of available medical information to help clinicians access new knowledge and apply it in the context of practice change [4].

One active and integrated learning approach being used in CME/CE is reflective learning. Reflection is important for professional competence [5] and lifelong learning [6]. Reflection can enhance interprofessional education as well [7]. Yet while there are benefits to reflective learning, there can be barriers to its implementation too [8,9], including the distractions of technology and multi-tasking in today’s fast-paced environment, which may limit opportunities for constructive internal reflection [10]. For example, there is evidence that performing more than one task at a time can impair the ability to be introspective [11]. In addition, individual clinicians can face barriers as they seek to identify and obtain CME/CE opportunities, and such barriers can involve issues related to access, equity, and inclusion [12,13].

This Commentary describes reflective learning and how it has been used in CME/CE and interprofessional education. In addition, barriers to reflective and interprofessional learning implementation and CME/CE access are identified. Also highlighted are insights from point-of-care reflections and considerations in trialing the use of an artificial intelligence (AI)-driven digital platform for reflective learning. Finally, the Commentary outlines how the AI-driven digital platform may help overcome reflective learning and interprofessional education barriers and support equitable CME/CE program access.

2. The Reflective Learning Approach

As a metacognitive process, reflection supports lifelong learning and is critical for personal and professional growth and building therapeutic relationships [14]. Reflective practice has become widespread in the knowledge advancement of multiple professions in healthcare and can lead to improved patient care and health outcomes [15].

Reflection is not a new education strategy. Nearly a century ago, Dewey advocated for the need to reflect as part of the education process, believing that reflecting on one’s own practice required courage and open-mindedness [16]. The reflective learning approach in CME/CE is also not unique. In 1997, Brigley et al. identified that “continuing professional development grounded in principles of reflective practice is more effective than traditional CME in sustaining relevance, coherence, and progression of professional learning” [17]. Yet progress in integrating reflective learning in CME/CE has been slow. A 2010 report on Redesigning Continuing Education in Health Professions from the Institute of Medicine documented that lectures and conference sessions were the most commonly used CE methods [18], and even today, active learning strategies like reflective learning are still not as frequent in CME as a lecture [19].

2.1. Reflection and Professional Accreditation

Continuing education and professional development have evolved over the years as learners have taken more control of their career paths [20], and reflection has become integral to professional development in multiple ways. Professional organizations of healthcare governance have recommendations and requirements related to reflection [6]. Indeed, reflection is a core component of continuing professional development (CPD) for healthcare accrediting groups like the Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education [21]. Reflective learning is also included as an evidence-based educational intervention in CME toolkits in medicine [22] and CE guides in nursing [23]. Reflection is integral to the self-assessments that are foundational for professional development portfolios, including those of nutrition and dietetic professionals [24]. In addition, some position statements note the importance of reflection for continuously improving patient care, such as those from the Accreditation Council on Graduate Medical Education [25] and the American Association of Medical Colleges [26]. Taken together, reflection in clinical practice and in professional accreditation aligns for the shared purpose of improving patient care and health outcomes (Figure 1).
2.2. Reflection Research

The research base supporting reflective learning is extensive and multiple models of reflection have been described [16, 27–32]. While there is not a consistent definition of reflection and individual healthcare disciplines may have slightly different views of its role [33], reflective practice models typically describe reflection as starting with need awareness or practice disruption and are based on the premise that examining an experience builds knowledge and may help guide future practice [5].

One limitation of traditional education approaches is that they tend to be focused on updating the practitioner’s clinical knowledge [34] and thus may be less sensitive to the needs of the individual [35]. In contrast, reflection enhances personal development through self-awareness [36], and reflective learners assume responsibility for their own learning [34]. Such learner involvement is foundational to adult education, which is why reflecting supports the andragogical model of establishing the purpose of an activity and its application in real life [37].

Many studies and reviews have explored reflection in healthcare education. As an example, a reflective practice in healthcare education umbrella review (that included CE) documented over 500 reflective practice publications annually from 2011–2015 [38]. The authors concluded there appeared to be a positive association between reflection and different learning outcomes. Further, they reported reflective techniques were associated with multiple positive results, such as deep learning, understanding, and satisfaction [38]. Lowe et al. reported that when clinicians described learning without reflection, the learners believed there was less effect on their clinical practice. [39] Such views are in line with “surface learning,” which is described by Moon as occurring when learning only lasts through the end of an education course [40].

The importance of reflection in healthcare practice and workplace learning has also been considered. Miraglia and Asselin, in an integrative review on reflection as an educational strategy in nursing professional development, found many articles explored a reflective component in an educational program but without teaching about reflection or how to reflect on clinical experiences. They concluded it may be assumed reflection is an intuitive process, but practitioners would likely benefit from education on the reflection process [41]. Similarly, Cole identified that physiotherapists could find it difficult to employ reflective practice as a learning activity, yet Cole emphasized that for improved care, it is essential for practitioners to make the connection between reflection and action [42].

![Figure 1. Reflection in clinical practice and professional accreditation aligns to improve patient care and health outcomes.](Image)
et al. also argued a practitioner’s contemplation of what will be performed differently in the future is the most critical stage in reflecting [43]. Purposeful reflection can provide a framework to facilitate this professional learning. In examining the critical role of reflection in work-based learning, Helyer explained that purposeful reflection provides a structure for making sense of learning so concepts and theories become rooted in practice [44].

2.3. Reflection Applications and Benefits

There are a number of different ways clinicians can reflect, from journal writing and discussions to the use of technology and other approaches [45]. In addition, there are different perspectives from which clinicians can reflect, such as individual, team, and societal perspectives [8]. Reflection is a method of quantifying meaningful qualitative feedback for further learning opportunities. Multiple benefits of reflective practice have been identified, including that reflection:

- "Increases learning from an experience or situation"
- Promotes deep rather than superficial learning
- Identifies personal and professional strengths and weaknesses
- Identifies educational needs
- Results in the acquisition of new knowledge and skills
- Facilitates practitioners to understand their own beliefs, attitudes, and values
- Encourages self-motivated and self-directed learning
- Acts as a source of feedback and
- Improves personal and clinical confidence" [9].

Reflection can also help facilitate problem-solving, which may help practitioners use a more logical approach in seeking solutions. Importantly, reflection can help practitioners celebrate and highlight the good things that they perform, which can have “special virtue at those times when things feel bleak” [42]. In the education research literature, reflection is often “nested in multifaceted educational programs” [41], which may make identification of its specific benefits more challenging. However, there is evidence that, as an educational strategy, reflection allows practitioners the opportunity to explore personal biases, leading to transformed understandings and, subsequently, transformed practice. When reflection occurs at a group level, there is the potential for enhanced teamwork and impact on organizational-level practice [41].

2.4. Reflection and Interprofessional Continuing Education

Reflection can enhance interprofessional education [7]. Interprofessional continuing education is when “two or more professions learn about, from, and with each other to enable effective collaboration and improve health outcomes” [46]. Interprofessional education has evolved as a vital part of both healthcare quality and safety because of its potential to promote collaboration and communication, which can benefit health outcomes [47]. Similarly, there is also evidence that healthcare professionals’ engagement in interprofessional continuing education can improve patient and system outcomes [48]. It is not surprising, then, that leaders and employers are increasingly asking for educational strategies that will support interprofessional teamwork within their institutions [47].

Interprofessional literature on reflection frequently identifies reflection to be important for effective teamwork education as well as clinical practice [49,50]. However, it can be challenging to apply reflection’s theoretical dimensions to learning contexts and experiences like interprofessional education. Therefore, methods for encouraging and structuring reflection, as well as furthering its research application, are needed to effectively promote the use of reflection in interprofessional education [51].
2.5. Barriers to Reflective and Interprofessional Learning and CME/CE Implementation

Reflection can also face other barriers to integration into CME/CE, including those related to learners' time, motivation, lack of understanding of the reflective process, discomfort in challenging/evaluating their own practice, uncertainty about which experiences/problems to reflect on, and lack of peer support [8,9].

Further, from diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) perspectives, clinicians may now be finding it more difficult to follow up on the self-reflections and pledges to change practices that they committed to through their engagement in DEI CME/CE. A strategic objective of the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education is to “facilitate understanding that incorporating the issues of DEI into all aspects of accredited education will benefit healthcare professionals and the patients they serve” [52]. When significant as well as deep racial and ethnic injustices in the US became evident in 2020, through disproportionately greater death rates from COVID-19 and high-profile police-related deaths, some clinical leaders took direct action. For example, the Organization of Nurse Leaders published a Nurse’s Pledge to Champion Diversity, Equity, and Inclusivity [53]. Yet several years later, across industries, DEI roles are diminishing at a faster rate than non-DEI roles [54]. It may be that without DEI roles in clinical institutions, there are fewer programmatic resources for DEI education, and these limitations may be compounded by systemic barriers because of turnover in CPD planners, lack of administrative support and continuity in program planning, and challenges with the application of accreditation and quality standards.

There are potential barriers to interprofessional learning implementation, too, such as:

- Systemic barriers related to insufficient participation incentives and promotion;
- Behavioral barriers related to hierarchical issues between participating professions and differing attitudes on the relevance of interprofessional continuing education;
- Methodological barriers related to limited quality assurance measures (curricula/standardized evaluation) and faculty experience with interprofessional continuing education;
- Attitudinal barriers related to the role, relevance, and effectiveness of interprofessional continuing education as an education strategy [55].

For some professions, such as nursing, CE is “now readily recognized and implemented within the workplace versus outside of work hours” [56], which can help support learner access. However, in general, there can be multiple barriers to learners accessing CME/CE, including expense, time [57–59], and equity and inclusion in the development as well as delivery of education [12]. Historically physicians and nurses have preferred traditional instructional methods for CME, which may have been a barrier to CME/CE innovation [60,61]. Recently though, physicians have reported they would like to more frequently obtain CME for their patient-focused and self-directed learning as well as for their activities related to quality improvement and interprofessional education [62].

3. Use of an Artificial Intelligence (AI)-Driven Digital Platform for Reflective Learning

As outlined above, reflective learning can help healthcare professionals determine how evidence-based innovations can be applied in their clinical practices and can also support interprofessional education. To leverage this, an existing AI-driven digital platform for reflective learning was trialed through a current healthcare education website in December 2022. A diagram outlining the technology and learner workflows of this pilot trial is provided in Figure 2.

In the pilot trial, 16 unique healthcare professional learners self-selected to engage with various education modalities (infographics, podcast episodes, and video lessons) from a healthcare education website. The education modalities were tied to nutrition-focused topics, such as telehealth nutrition counseling, infant health and development, and care for patients with cancer. Learners responded to contextual prompts on concepts from each modality; based on anonymized data from the AI platform, learners provided a total of 43 written self-reflections, typing an average of 26 words per reflection, with the longest self-reflection totaling 75 words. The AI platform detected that 45% of learners would change future behaviors and/or apply new knowledge to their clinical practice, while
55% of learners provided deeper clinical and personal insights. Based on the pilot trial, several important considerations were identified for selecting an AI-driven digital platform for reflective learning through a healthcare education website. These considerations are described in more detail below.

First is the consideration that the opportunities for reflective learning can occur in various contexts and are not limited to a traditional classroom or lecture-based approach. Articles, podcasts, virtual meetings, and other encounters can all spark learning, particularly if there is an opportunity for clinicians to consider through reflection what the learning means for them as practitioners. Thus, the mechanism for reflective learning offered through a healthcare education website needs to be adaptable to the learning context. Digital platforms have the advantages of being learner-directed and asynchronous [60], fitting the need for adaptability and providing an opportunity for learning that can be faster, easier, and more self-directed.

A second consideration is the different types of clinicians and learners who may be engaged and how the learning experiences would be relevant and credible for them. As discussed earlier in this paper, reflection is an integral and recognized component for continuous professional development across healthcare practices [6] and can be beneficial for interprofessional education [7]. The goal is to trigger clinicians (whether physicians, physician associates, nurses, dietitians, or others) to think about how to connect the dots (individually or as a team) from engaging in learning opportunities to delivering improved care while at the same time receiving CME/CE credit. A digital platform for reflective learning offered through a healthcare education website needs to align with co-learning at the point of care and provide an accredited pathway for approval of a clinician’s reflection for CME/CE.

A third consideration for integrating a digital platform is to safeguard that the reflections are meaningful (i.e., not simple one-word responses) and can provide a source of data to gain insights into the experiences, encounters, and evidence-based clinical information driving real-world practice change. Such data can benefit interprofessional education development and help support clinician learning communities. For example, when teams come together in a common setting to watch a recorded program, peer support and co-learning can be fostered. When they reflect individually on the program, their reflections provide opportunities for understanding the application of education offerings. Using an AI-driven digital platform can be a practical way to help achieve these goals. The digital platform provides convenient access to educational offerings that can help support clinician learning communities. AI helps verify that learners’ reflections are not nonsensical responses and, thus, are appropriate for awarding CME/CE credit. Incorporating AI technology...
also provides the opportunity to anonymize and consolidate learners’ reflections to help identify trends.

A fourth consideration for integrating a digital platform through a healthcare education website is how it can help address barriers to reflective and interprofessional learning implementation and to learners accessing CME/CE. Digital education can be more inclusive of people and ideas [62], and using an AI-driven digital platform may help overcome common barriers and support equitable access to CME/CE programs (Table 1).

Table 1. Opportunities for an AI-driven digital platform to help overcome common barriers to reflective learning, interprofessional education, and CME/CE access.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barrier</th>
<th>Opportunity for an AI-Driven Digital Platform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expense [57–59]</td>
<td>Low cost compared to other learning delivery methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time [8,9,58,59]</td>
<td>Asynchronous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation [8,9,55]</td>
<td>Learner-directed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of understanding of process and relevance [8,9,55]</td>
<td>Point-of-care driven with reflective prompts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer support, hierarchical issues [8,9,55]</td>
<td>Supportive of co-learning and fostering clinician learning communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity [12]</td>
<td>Inclusive of diversity of people/ideas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

As lifelong learners, today’s clinicians are actively seeking ways to translate learning and information into practice. Reflective learning is an evidence-based education strategy that can be included in CME/CE to benefit lifelong learning and enhance interprofessional education. An AI-driven digital platform for reflective learning can provide a virtual backbone for integrated learning that can empower clinicians to take their point-of-care learnings and draw connections to their work. Such a platform can provide data to help better understand the needs of co-learning communities. Further, access to the platform through a health education website may help those healthcare settings challenged by limited time and resources to invest in education because the platform can provide a framework for overcoming barriers and supporting equitable CME/CE program access. In this way, the platform can help facilitate new concepts and ideas to become more meaningful for care delivery and to improve the practices of a broad and diverse range of clinicians.
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